
A.BROLLY TUBE: THE WORLD’S LIGHTEST
UMBRELLA LAUNCHES KICKSTARTER
CAMPAIGN!

Now Seeking Community Support via Kickstarter, A.Brolly Tube is an Umbrella that is Actually Lighter

than a Cellphone or a Keychain!

LONDON, ENGLAND, December 15, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A.Brolly Tube is the world’s

lightest umbrella and it is coming to protect everyone from all kinds of weather via Kickstarter.

The UK based company behind this one of a kind campaign is called Grant Barnett Designs LLP

and it is located in London. Moreover, the company has more than a 100 years old history and

was founded by the merger of two leading umbrella manufacturers of England back in the year

1900.

The greatest advantage of this Kickstarter campaign launched for the world’s lightest umbrella is

that anyone around the world can get this umbrella through Kickstarter for 37.5% to 50% off

retail price of £40. From a routine subway commute to a romantic walk in rain, this umbrella will

make the weather more special due to its lightest weight materials such as carbon fiber, which is

even lighter than a cellphone or even a keychain.

The Kickstarter Campaign has just reached its set goal, and itis located on the web at:

www.kickstarter.com/projects/1132855131/abrolly-tube-an-umbrella-so-light-it-can-literally, and

supporters from around the world can back this project by making generous pledges and

donations. There is a wide range of pledges to choose from and for each pledge, the company is

offering a great reward including A.Brolly Tube umbrellas. More details on its features are

available on the Kickstarter campaign page of the project.

About A.Brolly Tube

A.Brolly Tube is simply the world’s lightest umbrella and it is made with ultra-lightweight, yet very

strong materials such as carbon fiber. Moreover, these umbrellas are being offered for as much

as 50% off the retail price via Kickstarter and supporters from around the world can get these

umbrellas with worldwide shipping, simply by pledging to the crowdfunding campaign.
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